
$5,500,000 - 501 Country Club Lane, Coronado
MLS® #PTP2400431

$5,500,000
3 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 2,764 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

N/A, Coronado, CA

A single-level haven awaits in the heart of
Coronado mere blocks from the beach in the
prestigious Country Club Estates! Secluded on
a generous 10,982 SF lot, warm modern vibes
abound this thoughtful layout with an open
floor plan and seamless integration of indoor /
outdoor space. A Nana folding glass wall and
oversized Western windows bring the outdoors
in while flooding the home with natural light.
Exposed wood, Viking appliances, warm wood
cabinetry and Brazilian granite countertops,
lend an air of luxury to this minimalists retreat.
The sophisticated layout of three bedrooms, a
dedicated office, and a den is complemented
by an abundance of outdoor entertaining
spaces in a resort like atmosphere where the
solar heated pool and spa enjoy a verdant
backdrop of trees and a captivating lighted
water feature. The Viking kitchen becomes a
focal point for culinary enthusiasts providing a
functional space to entertain. Anchored by a
center island, custom white oak cabinetry and
warm Brazilian granite countertops provide
storage and an undercounter microwave. A
butlers pantry, discreetly tucked away, serves
as the perfect complement to the open living
areas, offering convenience without
compromising on the minimalist aesthetic. The
master suite beckons relaxation, framed by
two oversized French doors that gracefully
open to the expansive rear of the property. A
spacious soaking tub, glassed-in walk-in
shower, and generously sized walk-in closet
create the perfect place to unwind when the



day is done. Not to be forgotten and creating a
lasting first impression, the gated courtyar

Built in 2010

Additional Information

City Coronado

County San Diego

Zip 92118

MLS® # PTP2400431

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 2,764

Lot Size 0.25

Neighborhood CORONADO (92118)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: Coldwell Banker West
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